
Factsheet
Pinecone is a managed vector database that makes it easy to add vector search to production applications.

Vector Search
Powered by our own Approx. Nearest-Neighbor index.

Distance metrics: cosine (default), dot product, euclidean

Metadata filters, can be combined with AND and OR:
- $eq - Equal to (number, string)
- $ne - Not equal to (number, string)
- $gt - Greater than (number)
- $gte - Greater than or equal to (number)
- $lt - Less than (number)
- $lte - Less than or equal to (number)
- $in - In array (string)
- $nin - Not in array (string)

See documentation

API
Use the REST API or Python, Java*, and Go* clients
- Upsert: Insert or update vectors and metadata
- Delete: Delete vectors by ID
- Fetch: Retrieve vectors or metadata by ID
- Query: Find k nearest neighbors to query vector
- DescribeIndexStats: Stats about index contents
- create_index: Create new index with specified

similarity metric, dimensions, pods, and replicas
- delete_index: Delete index
- list_indexes: List indexes
- describe_index: Description of index
- scale_index: Increase or decrease number of replicas

See API reference

Security

- Access management to projects and API keys
- SOC2 Type II certified, GDPR-ready
- Container isolation for customer data
- Data encrypted in transit
- Dedicated deployments available with AWS

PrivateLink or Google Private Service Connect

Read more about Trust & Security

Deployment & Pricing

Free Standard Dedicated

Hardware p1
(limit of 1)

p1, s1
(unlimited) Custom

Environ-
ment

GCP
US-West

GCP
US-West

& EU-West,
AWS*

Dedicated
GCP/AWS

Support 72-hr 24-hr 4-hr

Availability Single AZ Multi-AZ Multi-AZ,
multi-region

Cost per
hour Free p1: $0.070

s1: $0.075 Custom

- p1: Performance-optimized for lowest latency.
- s1: Storage-optimized for high capacity, low total cost.

Start for free or contact us.

Scale & Performance
Example performance:

Pod
Type

Vector
Capacity

Latency
(p50, p95)

p1 1M 29ms, 79ms

s1 5M 122ms, 242ms

Assumes 768-dim, 1kB metadata per vector, unary queries, no filtering.
Actual capacity and performance depends on metadata size, vector
dimensions, index settings, queries, connection latency, and other
workload-specific parameters.

Filtering reduces latency in most cases.

Add pods to hold more vectors or to lower latency. With
more pods, latency increases slightly and linearly.

* Coming soon

https://www.pinecone.io/
https://www.pinecone.io/docs/
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https://www.pinecone.io/contact/

